
MOA/MOQ 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The mentioned technical characteristics below are given as information only and might vary. 

Traditional craftmanship: the Nuno Silk technique is an entirely handcrafted and handmade 
know-how. Thus, the graphic composition and the dimensions of the textiles (without frame) 
may vary slightly. Likewise, regarding the wood frames, the color and grain variations are 
inherent to each kind of timber. 

Installation: all our textile wall arts and wall coverings are delivered with installation 
instructions. For wall coverings, this will allow the upholsterer in charge of the application to 
install it easily and in the best conditions. We can advise you and put you in touch with an 
upholsterer (for projects in France and abroad). 

If he is travelling, the procedures of the upholsterer :
Installation of the wall hanging in an invisible finish.
Supplies of cotton fleece, wooden sticks, cardboard boxes and of small 
equipment for their care.
To provide on site :
- 1 air compressor , power 18 bars,
- 1 stepladder with 5 or 6 steps.

S  tandard production lead times: from three (3) weeks for wall arts and twelve (12) weeks for 
wall coverings (big size). The production time will be confirmed for each order. 

Qualities and features of natural wool, main component of Nuno Silk: 
- Soundproof : excellent acoustic properties, reinforced by the fleece stretched out behind 
the Nuno textile. 
- 100% recyclable: biodegradable, resistant to twisting and sustainable. 
- Does not get dirty easily: little static electricity, does not retain dust. This is one of its 
many qualities. We use the same material as for the tapestry which goes through the ages.
- It is resistant (including if the aspect looks light and precious).
- Decontaminating: reduces formaldehyde and carbon dioxide in the air. 
- Fire resistant: composed of keratin, the Nuno textile burns without setting alight or melting
classification M3 in France and Norm EN 13501-1 for Europe. 
- Light: around 100 grams per Square meter (100 gr./m2) 

Maintenance instructions: 
- Feather dust if required (but little static electricity, does not retain dust).
- In the event of a stain, rub lightly with warm water and Marseille soap. 
- To erase a crease: use an iron at medium .
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